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574t; and therefore, we have another confirmation that the priests were keeping
track of the Sabbatical andJubilee years at the end of theJudean monarchy.20

Evidence that the priests were marking; the Sabbatical andJubilee cycles long
before this, starting from the time of Israel's entry in the land underJoshua and
then continuing down to the days of Josiah, Zedekiah, and Ezekiel, is found in
an incidental reference rn s.'olam RaD. I l. In this passage, Rabbi yose cites Ezek
40: l, and then says that the vision referred to in this verse was "at the beginning
of a Jubilee ."2r It is further stated that the Jubilee completed seventeen Jubilee
periods. Its numbering as the seventeenth Jubilee is repeated in the Talmud (0.

Ara*. l2b). Could this also be a remembered traditio,, just as itwas argued abo,"r
that the times of the Jubilees in the days of Josiah and Ezekiel were based on
remembrance, not on a later calculation? In Lev 25:8, Israel was commanded to
count the sabbatical cycles, and if the Sabbatical andJubilee cycles were being
used for calendrical purposes as indicated earlier, then the Jubilee cycles would
also have been counted. It should not be considered as anyhing remarkable that
the priests would hav-e known which Jubilee they lvere observing.

An easyway to checkwhether the reportedJubilee number is reasonable is to
do the arithmetic. If the seventeenthJubilee was due in 57 4t, thenthe firstJubi-
Iee, sixteen cycles earlier, was due in 57 4t + (16 x 49) = 1359r. The year starting
in Nisan of 1358 B.c. was therefore the forty-ninth year of the firstJubilee cycle,
in accordance with Lev 25:B-10. The first year of that cycle, forty-eight years
earlieq was the year that began in Nisan of l 406 s.c. The reference to the seven-
teenthJubilee in sedn'olam Rabbah and the Talmud therefore allows us to place
the entry into the promised land in Nisan of 1406 s.c. The Exodus, forty ycars
earlieq took place in Nisan of 1446 s.c. This is in exact agreement with the date
that many writers have already inferred for the Exodus, based on the statement
in I Kgs 6: I that Temple construction began in the 480th year of the Exodus era,
which was also Solomon's fourth year, and also based on Edwin Thiele's date of
93 ln for the death of Solomon and the beginning of the di.i.ided monarchies.22

20 Gordon, "sabbatical Cycle," B l, mote, "'fhe view that the Sabbatical andJubilee Cycles are
late and artificial legislation can no longer be maintained. Jeremiah (34: l2- l6) attests the attempted
revival of Sabbatica.l obligations that had fallen into disuse. It is interesting to note that the snags
this attempted pre-Exilic revival encountered did not include the determining of when the Sabbati-
cal Year fell. This means the Sabbatical Cycle had all along been in use as a means of reckoning
time, even though its obligations had been neglected because they called for material sacrifices on
the part of the people. Accordingly, the construcrion of an Anno Mundi chronology in terms ol
Jubilees and Sabbatical Cycles in the Book of Jubiler is not a late invention out of thin air, but rather
a logical conclusion of institutions harking back to a pre-Israelite past.,,

2rGuggenheimersomewhatinappropriatelytranslates5:ttnn5nnJtntheS.,OtamRa6.passage

as "at the beginning of aJubilee period" instead of the simpler and more accurate "at the beginning
of a Jubilee." It is of some inrerest that the part of Ezek 40: I that says it was Rosh Hashanah and
also the tenth of the month is not included in the citation in the 

^9. 'O lam Rab. passage (only the begin-
ning of the verse is given the reader was expected to supply the rest of the verse by memory), and
no argument is given to say that this implies a.|ubilee yeaq as is done in the 'falmud. Rabbi yose

simply wites, apparendy based on historical remembratrce, that the vision was "at the beginning of
a Jubilee. "

22 See Rodger Young "\\rhen Did Sriomo, Die?," JEZS 46 (2003): 589-603 (online: http://
etsjets.org/jets/iournal/jets.htrnl) for a slight disagreement with the way these ligures are usually








